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MARTIN BOUNDARIES OF RANDOM WALKS:
ENDS OF TREES AND GROUPS

MASSIMO A. PICARDELLO AND WOLFGANG WOESS

ABSTRACT. Consider a transient random walk Xn on an infinite tree T whose

nonzero transition probabilities are bounded below. Suppose that Xn is uni-

formly irreducible and has bounded step-length. (Alternatively, Xn can be

regarded as a random walk on a graph whose metric is equivalent to the met-

ric of T.) The Martin boundary of Xn is shown to coincide with the space

fl of all ends of T (or, equivalently, of the graph). This yields a boundary

representation theorem on 0 for all positive eigenfunctions of the transition

operator, and a nontangential Fatou theorem which describes their bound-

ary behavior. These results apply, in particular, to finitely supported random

walks on groups whose Cayley graphs admit a uniformly spanning tree. A

class of groups of this type is constructed.

1. Introduction. Let Xn, n = 0,1,2,..., be a discrete-time Markov chain, here

usually called "random walk", with values in a countable state space T. Suppose

Xn is transient. Fix a reference state e in T, choose uyv in T, denote by G(u, v) the

expected number of visits to v starting from u (Green function), and by K(u, v) =

G(u, v)/G(e, v) the Martin kernel. The Martin compactification T of T with respect

to (Xn) is the smallest compactification of T where all the functions K(u, ■) extend

continuously; the set of new points T* — T — T is the Martin boundary. Every

positive function on T which is harmonic for the Markov transition operator can be

represented as an integral of the Martin kernel with respect to some Borel measure

on T*. The Poisson boundary is the support of the measure on T* representing the

harmonic function with constant value one.

The reader is referred to [KSK, Re] for more details, and to [AC] for a bib-

liography on the various concepts of boundaries of Markov chains. A stimulating

overview of group-invariant boundary theory and additional references can be found

in [KV].
The aim of the present paper is to give, under suitable assumptions, a geometrical

description of the Martin boundary T* as the space fi of all "ends" of a tree whose

vertices constitute the state space.

An extensive investigation of the Martin boundary of "nearest neighbor" random

walks on trees is due to P. Cartier [Ca]. If T is a homogeneous tree of even degree q,

then it is the Cayley graph of the free group F with q/1 generators. In this setting,

particular attention has been devoted to Markov chains on T whose transition
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probabilities are invariant under F, that is, to group-invariant random walks on

F. For nearest neighbor random walks of this type, the Martin boundary was

studied by E. Dynkin and M. Malyutov [DM], and the special case of isotropic

random walks and their "hitting distribution" on the boundary was considered by

H. Furstenberg [Fu]. Finally, Y. Derriennic [De] studied in full detail all finitely

supported F-invariant random walks by an approach which extends the method of

[Ca] in the setting of a free group. It turns out in [De] that, for F-invariant random

walks, the Martin boundary can be realized as the space of all "ends" of the tree,

or free group respectively. In a similar way, C. Series [Ser] determined the Martin

boundaries for finitely generated Fuchsian groups as a subset of the unit circle.

The present paper, extending the results of [Ca, De], considers random walks

of finite range on general trees which are not necessarily homogeneous. Three as-

sumptions are needed for our approach: that Xn is "uniformly irreducible", has

"bounded step-length" (see §2) and that the nonzero one-step transition probabil-

ities are bounded away from zero. These conditions hold automatically for finitely

supported group-invariant random walks.

We give examples which show that the first two conditions are necessary for our

approach (§6, Examples 1 and 2). The third is not necessary for nearest neighbor

random walks on trees [Ca]: in the general case, we need it to counteract the fact

that the Martin kernel is not locally constant.

The tools which we need are developed in §§2 and 3. We consider "intermediate

sets" (that is, finite sets that disconnect the graph of the Markov chain in a uniform

way) and corresponding "intermediate matrices", as introduced in [De]. Using our

three assumptions, we prove a modified version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem

[Bi, Sen], concerning projective convergence of infinite products of intermediate

matrices. Our result applies to matrices which are not necessarily square, and deals

with a possibly infinite collection of different intermediate matrices (§3, Theorem

1).

On the basis of this result, we show that the Martin boundary can be realized

as the set fi of all ends of the tree (§4, Theorem 2). However, contrary to the

group-invariant cases of [De, Ser] and of §5, the Poisson boundary may in general

be properly contained in fi (§6, Example 3). We also show that all points of

fi are extreme: This yields uniqueness of the integral representation of positive

harmonic functions (§4, Proposition 4). We prove a "nontangential Fatou theorem"

for convergence to the boundary of harmonic functions on T (§4, Theorem 3),

which extends results of [Ca, De, KP]. These results also apply to all positive

eigenfunctions of the transition operator (§4, Corollary 7).

In §5, we turn our attention to group-invariant random walks. Contrary to

the suggestion in [DM], the realization of the Martin boundary cannot be easily

transported from free groups to all finitely generated discrete groups. Rather than

restricting attention to specific examples, we consider the class of all countable,

finitely generated groups whose Cayley graphs admit a "uniformly spanning tree"

(§5, Definition 2). Every finitely supported, irreducible random walk on a group

in this class, considered as a walk on the tree, satisfies our three conditions (§5,

Lemma 8). In particular, the Martin boundary is the space of all ends of the

tree, or, equivalently, of all ends of the group [Fr, St], in accordance with an

observation of [K3]. All results of §§3-4 carry over to these groups. We show that
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the class of groups which have a uniformly spanning tree is closed with respect to

amalgamations and HNN-extensions over finite subgroups (§5, Theorem 4).

Inspiration for the present paper came from Y. Derriennic's paper [De]. The

methods of [De] rely crucially on the fact that, due to the nonamenability of the

free group, the Green function is square summable. In general, we do not have

this tool at our disposal, and it turns out that all the relevant results rely only

on the underlying tree-structure. In this paper, topics in probability and analysis

are studied in a spirit which is more typical of combinatorial graph theory. We

acknowledge the influence of W. Imrich and N. Seifter on this way of thinking.

Finally, we acknowledge helpful suggestions of the referee concerning the expo-

sition.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, unexplained graph-theoretical ter-

minology is as in [Ca]. Let T be a locally finite, infinite tree. Given two vertices

u and v, there is a unique (finite) geodesic [u = un, «i, • • •, «fc = v] of successively

contiguous vertices Ui in T connecting u and v. The distance between u and v,

denoted by d(u, v), is then the number k of edges on the geodesic.

We consider a transition operator P, acting on real functions defined on the

vertices of T by the rule Pf(u) = J2veTP(u>v)f(v)> where (p(u, v))u,v€t is a

nonnegative stochastic matrix: J2v Ku>v) = 1 f°r everv u- The matrix associated

with the nth iterate Pn of P is denoted by (p^n\u, v))UtVer- We assume that

the transition operator is related to the tree structure by the following three basic

properties:

(i) Uniform irreducibility: there is an integer M such that, for any pair u, v of

neighbors, there is a k < M (depending on u and v) such that p^ (u, v) > 0.

(ii) Bounded step-length: there is an integer s such that p(u,v) > 0 implies

d(u,v) < s.

(iii) There is a bound 6 > 0 such that p(u, v) > 0 implies p(u, v) > 6.

Associated with P there is the usual product measure space (A, 7) and the

family Pr„, u G T, of probability measures which govern a Markov chain Xn, n =

0,1,2,..., of T-valued random variables defined on (A, 7) according to the rule

Pru[Xn = v]=p(n\u,v);

the index u of Pr„ refers to the condition Xo = u. Thus, Xn can be considered as

the random vertex visited at time n, and we shall speak of a random walk on T.

The probabilistic significance of condition (i) is the following: after starting at

any vertex (= state) u, each vertex v of T can be reached with positive probability

in a finite number of steps which is bounded by a constant multiple of d(u, v). This

corresponds to the notation of irreducibility in the group-invariant case [De, Ser].

In particular, all states communicate. Note that, by the homogeneity condition

(iii), pW (u, v) > 0 implies p^ (u, v) > 8k.

Let us now consider the average P of the first M powers of P (M as in (i)).

Then, if u and v are neighbors, p(u,v) > 0 by (i) and p(u,v) > 6M/M by (iii).

Thus T has the following property:

LEMMA 1. The degree of vertices ofT (the number of neighbors) is uniformly

bounded by M/8M.
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A harmonic function is a function h on T such that

(2.1) h{u) = ^p{u,v)h(v)

ver

for every u in T. We shall say that h is harmonic at u if (2.1) holds for the vertex

u.

It is obvious that by (i), a nonnegative harmonic function that vanishes at a

vertex must be identically zero. Moreover, observe that by (ii) and (iii), {v\p(u, v) >

0} is a finite set for every u. Therefore, if we choose and fix, once for all, a reference

vertex e in T, then the set B of positive harmonic functions h such that h(e) = 1

is compact in the topology of pointwise convergence: that is, the convex cone of

positive harmonic functions has compact base.

LEMMA 2 (LOCAL HARNACK INEQUALITY). Let h be a nonnegative function

on T, harmonic outside W C T. If d(u,W) > (M — l)s and v is a neighbor of u,

then h(u) > 6Mh(v).

PROOF. Observe that d(u,u') < sj if p^\u,u') > 0. In particular, if j < M

then u' £ W. Therefore h is harmonic at u', and, inductively,

h(u) = Y, PU)(u,u')h(u') = Y, PU+1)(u,v')h(v').
u'er v'eT

By (i), there exists k = j + 1  < M such that p^(u,v)  > 0.    Thus h(u)  >

p^(u,v)h(v)>6kh(v).    0

The Green function is

oo

(2.2) G(u,v) = ^p(n)(u,iO,        u,veT.

n=0

Starting at u, G(u,v) is the expected number of visits to the vertex v during the

lifetime of the random walk. Throughout §§2, 3, and 4 we assume that the random

walk is transient, i.e. G(u,v) < oo for all u, v in T. Note that, by (i), G(u, v) > 0

for all u, v in T and, in fact, G(u, v) > 0Mdiu>v). This allows us to define the Martin

kernel with respect to the reference vertex e:

(2.3) K(u,v)=G(u,v)/G(e,v),        u,v€T.

Let

(2.4) F(u,v) = Pr[3n > 0 : Xn = v\X0 = u],        u,veT.

Then an easy application of the strong Markov property yields

(2.5) F(u, u) = 1,    G(u, v) = F(u, v)G(v, v)    and   F(u, w)F(w, v) < F(u, v).

(See also [Ca, §2.4]. Note that the definition of F(u,v) is not exactly the same as

in [Ca, Sen, GW], where n is strictly positive in (2.4).) From (2.5) one obtains

(2.6) K(u,v) = F(u,v)/F(e,v) < 1/F(e,u).

Following [KSK], we sketch the construction of the Martin boundary; details

can be found in that reference. See also [Re].
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By choosing a family of positive weights q(u), u ET such that J2U€T Q{u)/F{eiu)

< oo, we can define a Martin metric dM on T by

dM(v,w) = ^g(u)|/T(«,v) -K(u,w)\.

u€T

The topology induced by dM does not depend on the particular choice of the weights

q(u) (see [KSK]):

ir, 7\ (vn) is a Cauchy sequence in (T,d\{) if and only if (K(u,vn)) is

a Cauchy sequence for every u in T.

The Martin (exit) boundary of the random walk is the set T* = T \T where T

is the completion of T with respect to the metric dM ■ By continuity, the Martin

kernel extends to a function on T x T, also denoted by K(u, x).

For fixed r € T*, K(-,t) defines a harmonic function by property (iii), and

the Poisson-Martin representation theorem says that for each positive harmonic

function h there exists a Borel measure Vh on T* such that

(2.8) h(u)= [   K(u,T)uh(dr).

This integral representation can also be regarded as a consequence of Choquet's

theory of convex cones. Indeed, (2.8) says that every extreme point of the convex

base B defined above is of the type K(-,t) with t £T. If in (2.8) we consider only

measures supported on the set of all points r such that K(-, r) is extreme in B, then

Vh is unique. Finally, there exists a random variable X^ taking values in T*, such

that, in the topology of T,

(2.9) lim Xn = Xrx,    almost surely.
n—i-oo

We intend to provide a geometric realization of the Martin boundary. An infinite

geodesic is a sequence [vo,vi,v2,...] of successively contiguous vertices without

repetitions. Two infinite geodesies which have all but finitely many vertices in

common are said to be equivalent. An equivalence class of infinite geodesies is

called an end. The set of all ends of T is denoted by fi. For every u in T and u) in

fi, there is exactly one representative [t;o,vi,v2,...] of w such that v0 = u; it will

be called the geodesic from u to u>. If u e T and x, y are different points of T U fi,

then the junction c(u, x, y) is the last common vertex of the geodesies from u to x

and to y, respectively. A branch of T is a set B(u, v) = {x € TU fi|v belongs to the

geodesic from u to x}, for different vertices u, v. The family of all branches of T is

a subbasis of a topology making T U fi a compact metrizable space that contains

T as an open, dense subspace with the discrete topology. See [Ca, Chapter 1] for

the details.

We shall show that fi, with the induced topology, is in fact the Martin boundary

of our random walk.

3. Intermediate sets and intermediate matrices. For every finite subset

W of T, denote by Sw its first hitting time by the random walk. We define a

substochastic transition operator Qw by

Qwf(v) = J2 Pr"fe = w]f(w).
wew
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FIGURE 1

LEMMA 3. If d(u, W) > s then, for every function f on T, Qwf is harmonic

at u.

PROOF. If p(u, v) > 0 then v ^ W by (ii). Now the strong Markov property

yields Pru[Xsw = w] = J2vP(u,v)Prv[Xsw = w], and the result follows.    D

If V and W are finite subsets of T, then the truncation of Qw onto V is associated

with a finite-dimensional matrix

A(V,W) = (aw(v,w))v€V,w€W,

where aw(v,w) = Qw6w{v). In particular, i(W,u) denotes the column vector

A(W,{u}) = (F(w,u))weW.

DEFINITION 1. (a) Let v0,vi G T, d(v0,vi) = s - 1. The set V = V(v0,vi) of

all vertices v with d(v, vq) < s — 1 and d(v, Vi) < s — lis called an intermediate set.

It is said to lie between two points ugT and x € T U fi if vq and vi belong to the

geodesic connecting u and x and do not coincide with the endpoints.

(b) An intermediate matrix is a matrix A = A(V, W), where V and W are

intermediate sets such that d(V, W) > Ms.

As T has bounded degree by Lemma 1, there is a uniform bound M' € N for

the number of elements of any intermediate set:

(3.1) \V(v0,vi)\<M'.

The following lemma is due to Derriennic [De].

LEMMA 4. Let u,w be two vertices with d(u,w) > s, and let V = V(i;n,fi) be

an intermediate set lying between u and w (see Figure 1). Then

Pru[Xn = w for some n] = Pr„[Xn = w for some n and Sy < oo].

In other words, the random walk starting from u must pass through V in order to

visit w.

PROOF. We may assume that d(u,v0) < d(u,vi) (see Figure 1). To begin with,

one may exclude the trajectories A € A which do not satisfy d(Xj(X),Xj+i(X)) < s

for all j > 0. Now let So be the first time fc > 0 that the geodesic from u to

Xk contains vo and d(vo,Xk) > d(vi,Xk). Observe that So < oo if the random

walk hits w.  We write x = Xs0-  We may assume that d(vo,x) > s, as otherwise
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Figure 2

x G V and Sy < oo. Let t = c(x,vq,vi) (notation as at the end of §2). By [Ca,

Proposition 1.2], d(vo,t) > d(vi,t). Let now y = Xs0-i, and let q = c(y,vo,vi).

Observe that q cannot lie on the geodesic from u to vq unless q = vo- Therefore

Vo lies between u and y: the definition of x now implies that d(vo,q) < d(vi,q).

In other words, the vertices q and t lie in this order between v0 and ui. Therefore

s > d(y, x) = d(y, q) + d(q, t) + d(t, x) and d(v0, q) + d(q, t) + d(t, x) = d(v0, x) > s.

Hence d(y,q) < d(vo,q), so that d(y,yo) < 2d(vo,q) < s — 1. Moreover, d(y,vi) =

d(y,q) + d(q,vi) < d(vo,q) + d(q,vi) = s - 1. These inequalities say that y =

Xs0-i G V, and therefore Sy < So < oo. □

The strong Markov property now yields

COROLLARY 1.    IfV is an intermediate set lying between u and w, then

F(u,w) = (QvF)(u,w) = J2 av(u,v)F(v,w) = A({u},V)f(V,w).
v€V

Now let Vi,..., Vk be intermediate sets lying between u and w such that d(Vi+i, u)

> d(Vl,u) + (M+l)s (see Figure 2), and let Ai = A(Vi,Vi+i). Iterating the formula

of Corollary 1, we obtain

(3.2)     F(u,w) = (QVlQv2 ■ ■ ■ QvkF)(u,w) = A({u},Vx)AiA2 ■ ■ ■ Ak-if(Vk,w).

If w tends to an end of T, the length of the matrix product in (3.2) tends to

infinity. We need to prove a Perron-Frobenius type convergence theorem for these

sequences of matrix products. For this goal, we study the properties of intermediate

matrices. By (3.1), the intermediate matrices of T have uniformly bounded finite

dimensions.

LEMMA 5. Let A = A(V, W) be an intermediate matrix. Then, for v,v' in V

and w inW:

aw(v',w)>6Md^v'^aw(v,w).

PROOF. Observe that V contains all vertices of the geodesic which connects v

and v'. Therefore we may assume for the proof, that v and v' are neighbors. By

Lemma 3, for w in W, the function h = Qw^w is harmonic outside W = {w' G

T\d(w',W) < s}. In addition, by Definition 1, d(V,W) > (M - l)s. Therefore
Lemma 2 implies h(v') > 6Mh(v).    □

COROLLARY 2. If A = A(V, W) is an intermediate matrix, then the zeros

of A are disposed in columns, that is, aw(vq,w) = 0 for some vo G V implies

aw (v, w) — 0 for all v inV.
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The intermediate matrices give rise to mappings between the positive (closed)

cones of the finite-dimensional vector spaces where they act. We shall consider

these mappings modulo projective equivalence. For m G N, let Cm = {a =

(au..., am)* G Rm|a* > 0}, Sm = {a G Cm\ E™ i «i = 1). Cm = {a G Cm\at > 0

for all i} and Sm = Sm f) Cm. By Pm we denote the central projection from the

origin of the nonzero elements of Cm onto Sm. On Sm (or on the projective space

Cm) we consider the hyperbolic metric

0TO(a,b) = |log(a,b,c,c')|,        a,h e Sm,

where c and c' are the points where the line spanned by a and b intersects dSm =

Sm — Sm, and (■, •, •, •) dentotes cross ratio (see [BK, Bi, De]). In other words, if

a = rx + (1 - t)c' and b = t'c + (1 - t')c' (0 <t,t' < 1), then

t f
9m{a, b) = log —- - log —— .

9m induces the Euclidean topology on Sm.

We are now able to prove our version of the Perron-Frobenius theorem, which

involves a uniform bound for the contraction ratios of intermediate matrices in the

hyperbolic metric. This bound is given by the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. Let 0 < 7 < 1 and N > 0. There exists 0 < A < oo such that

the following holds: for m,q < N and for every nonzero nonnegative m x q matrix

A whose entries satisfy 70^ < akj < "i~xaij, one has diamPm(ASq — {0}) < A

(hyperbolic diameter). Moreover, i/a,b£ S°, then

9m(PmAa, PmAb) < tanh(A/4) • 0,(a,b).

PROOF. Let Sm = {x G Sm\fxt < x0\/i,j < m}. The set Pm(ASq - {0}) is

spanned by the projection onto Sm of the nonzero column vectors of A, hence it is

contained in the convex set £m. For the first part of the statement, let Am be the

hyperbolic diameter of £m and choose A = max{Am|m < N}. The last inequality

follows from Lemma 1 of [Bi, §4], applied to the segment [a, b] and its image.    □

THEOREM 1. Let An be a sequence of mn x mn+i matrices satisfying the

properties of Lemma 6. Then there is a vector f in Smi such that, for every sequence

&n in imrl,

lim PmiAiA2---An-ian = {.
n—>oo

PROOF. It is enough to observe that

'miAi • • • Anbmn+1 = rmiAi ■ ■ ■ An—irmnAni>mn+l  i= rm\A\ • ■ ■ An-itm„-

The hyperbolic diameter of the latter set is not larger than A • (tanh(A/4))n_1 by

Lemma 6, and tends to zero as n —* 00.    □

In view of (3.1) and Lemma 5, Theorem 1 can be applied to intermediate matri-

ces. Finally, we shall need the following result concerning the operators Qv-

PROPOSITION 1. Let V and W be two intermediate sets with d(V,W) > Ms.

Let f be a nonnegative function on T. If QvQwf = f onW and QwQvf = f on

V, then f vanishes identically either on V or on W.
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PROOF. Denote by 1 the constant function with value one on T. It is enough to

show that either QvQwl < 1 strictly on W or QwQvl < 1 strictly on V. Indeed,

if for example QvQw1 < 1 onW, then for some 0 < e < 1,

max{f(w)\w GW}= max{QvQwf(w)\w G W} < emax{f(w)\w G W}.

By Corollary 2, the sets W* = {w G W\Qw6w(vo) > 0} and V* = {v G V\Qv6v(w0)
> 0} do not depend on the particular choice of Vo G V and w0 EW, respectively.

Suppose there are vo G V, wo G W such that QwQvl{vo) = QvQwl{wo) — 1-

Then, since Qw is a substochastic operator, Qv-l(w) = Qyl(w) = 1 for every

w G W*, and similarly, Qw*l(v) = Qwl(f) = 1 for every v G V*. In other words,

from every point in V* the random walk visits with probability one some point in

W*, and vice versa. Thus, starting in V*, an infinite number of returns to V* takes

place with probability one. This contradicts transience.    □

Proposition 1 can also be stated as follows: among the two matrix products

A(V,W)A(W,V) and A(W,V)A(V,W), at least one is strictly substochastic. Note

that property (iii) is not necessary for the proof.

4. The Martin boundary. We are now ready to realize the Martin boundary

of the random walk as the space fi of all ends of T with the topology described in

§2. First, we extend the Martin kernel to T x (T U fi).

The notation of the next proposition is as in §3.

PROPOSITION 2. Let U be a finite subset of T, of cardinality \U\ = fc, and
w G fi. Then there exists a vector f(U,uj) in S% such that, for every sequence (wn)

in T convergent to uj,

lim Pkf(U,wn) = {(U,w).
n—too

Moreover, if (u„) ts a sequence in fi which converges to uj, then

lim f(U,ujn)=f(U,uj).
n—KX

PROOF. Let v be the junction of U and uj, that is, the first common vertex of all

the geodesies from U to uj. Now choose a sequence (Vm) of intermediate sets lying

between v and uj, with d(Vm+i,v) > d(Vm,v) + (M + l)s. Let cn = c(v,wn,uj) and

let Vm„ be the last set in the above sequence which lies between v and c„. The

assumption wn —> w is equivalent to d(cn, v) —► oo. Therefore, mn —> oo as n —► oo.

Now (3.2) yields, for every j < mn,

(4.1) i(U,wn) = A(U,Vi)A(Vi,V2)---A(Vj-i,VJ)l-(V0,wn).

If we choose j = mn, then by Theorem 1 the right side converges in direction to a

vector which is independent of the choice of the sequence (wn) in T convergent to

UJ.

To prove the second statement, fix j in (4.1) and let n-»oo. Then

(4.2) f(U,uj) = PkA<U,V1)A(y1,V2)—A(yi-1Vj)t(yi,w).

Let c'n — c(v,ui,ujn). As ujn —* uj, one has d(v,c'n) —+ oo. Therefore we may replace

w by ujn in (4.2). Now, by the same argument as above, f(U,ujn) —* f(U,uj) as

n —* oo.    □
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COROLLARY 3. The Martin kernel extends continuously to T x (T U fi). For

every uj in fi, the extended function K(-,uj) is harmonic.

PROOF. Choose u in T and let U = {e,u}. For uj in fi, write i(U,uj) =

(f(e,ujj(u,uj))t. Then, by Proposition 2, K(u,wn) converges to

(4.3) K(u,w)^ f(u,uj)/f(e,uj)

for every sequence (wn) in T which converges to uj. Thus the Martin kernel extends

to T x (T U fi). Its continuity follows from the second statement in Proposition 2.

Finally, we prove that K(-,uj) is harmonic. For all u,w in T, by (2.2) and (2.3),

(4.4) K(u,w) = YJP{u,v)K(v,w) + -^^
vTt G^w^

where Su is the Dirac measure at u. The summation on the right is finite by (iii):

the result now follows by letting i»-tw.    □

Lemma 4 and Proposition 2 yield

COROLLARY 4. For u in T, x in T U fi and for every intermediate set V

between u and x, K(u,x) — (QyK)(u,x).

Proposition 3.   If x ^y in Tun, then K(-,x) ^ K(-,y).

PROOF. Suppose x ^ y and K(u, x) = K(u, y) for all u in T. If both x,y G T this

implies, as in [KSK, De], F(x,y)F(y,x) = 1, in contradiction with the transience

of the random walk. If x G T and y G n, then by (4.4), K(-,x) is not harmonic,

whereas K(-,y) is harmonic (Corollary 3). Therefore we may assume that x = uji

and y = uj2 are both in n. Suppose K(-,uji) = K(-,uj2) = h. Let c = c(e,uji,uj2),

and choose intermediate sets Vi lying between c and uji respectively (i = 1,2),

with d(Vi,V2) > Ms. Then, by Corollary 4, Qvth = h on V2 and Qv2h = h on
Vi. Therefore QviQv2h = h on V2 and Qv2Qv^h = h on Vi. This contradicts
Proposition 1.    □

COROLLARY 5. If(xi) is a sequence in Tun such that K(u,xi) converges for

every u in T, then (zj) converges in T U fl.

PROOF. If (xv) is a subsequence of (xi) converging toigTUfl, then K(u, xi>)

converges to K(u,x) by Corollary 3. By Proposition 3, (xi) cannot have another

accumulation point apart from x. As T U Q is compact, this implies the state-

ment.    □

In view of the construction of the Martin boundary, described in §2, and in

particular of (2.7), now Corollaries 3, 5 and Proposition 3 yield our main result.

THEOREM 2. The Martin boundary of the random walk is the space Q of all

ends ofT, equipped with the topology described in §2.

The following result (compare [De, Theorem 3]) shows that all points of the

boundary are extreme.

PROPOSITION 4. For each uj in n, K(-,uj) is an extreme point in the convex

set of positive harmonic functions with value 1 at e.

PROOF. Let hi,h2 be positive harmonic functions with /i,(e) = 1, and K(u, uj) =

thi(u) + (1 - t)h2(u) for all u in T, 0 < t < 1. For u in T and for any intermediate
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set V between u and uj, hi(u) > Qyhi(u), and, as in [De], Corollary 4 yields

(4.5) hi{u) = Qvhi{u).

We now return to the notation of Proposition 2 and its proof, with the following

addition: for every finite set W C T, we denote by hj(lV) the vector (hi(w))weW,

i = 1,2. Then, for U = {e,u} and j > 0, iterating (4.5) yields

(4.6) h,(<7) = A(U,Vi)A(Vi,V2) ■ • • A(V^i, V,)h,(V,).

Therefore, as in Proposition 2, the right hand side of (4.6) converges in direction

to f(/7,uj): in other words, hi(u) = hi(u)/hi(e) — K(u,u>) for i — 1,2. The result

now follows by [KSK, Lemma 10-30].     D

COROLLARY 6. For every positive harmonic function h onT there is a unique

Borel measure i>h on n such that

h(u) — I  K(u,uj)t>h(duj)    for all u inT.
Jn

We conclude this section with a description of the boundary behavior of posi-

tive harmonic functions: we give a short proof, mimicking [De, Theorem 5], of a

"nontangential Fatou theorem" for a random walk on T with properties (i), (ii) and

(iii). We point out that an alternative proof of this theorem may be derived using

Harnack's inequality and the theory of fine convergence, along the lines of [KP,

§3]. This alternative proof does not make use of the existence of the boundary limit

in (2.9). As in [KP], for every integer k > 0 and for every uj in n, we denote by

TK(u) the cone of width k centered at uj, that is, the set

(4.7) Tk(uj) = {u G T\3k > 0: d(u,vk) < k},

where Vk, k = 0,1,2,..., are the vertices of the geodesic from e to uj. By v we

denote the unique probability measure v — vi on n which represents the harmonic

function with value 1.

THEOREM 3. Given two positive harmonic functions g and h, let Vh = 0fs-r-<7

be the Lebesgue decomposition of Vh with respect to vg: that is, d> G Lx(ug) and a

is singular with respect to ug.  Then, for every k > 0,

hm ^j = *(„)
u    g(u)

for fg-almost every w in n, if u tends to uj in Tk(uj).

PROOF. We first reduce the proof to the case g = 1 (compare [KSK, Definition

10-23]). Since g is strictly positive, we may define new transition probabilities on

T by p(u,v) — p(u,v)g(v)/g(u). It is clear that these new transition probabilities

satisfy (i) and (ii). Property (iii) holds with 6 = <5Ms+1 by Lemma 2. The Green

function is now G(u,v) = G(u,v)g(v)/g(u), and the Martin kernel is K(u,v) =

K(u, v)g(e)/g(u). Define h = h/g: then h is harmonic with respect to p. It is easily

seen that its representing measure (in the sense of Corollary 6, with respect to p)

is uh = Vh/g(e). In particular, the representing measure of 1 is v — vg/g(e), and

v~h = ojv -{- tj/g(e). Therefore it suffices to prove the theorem for the case g = 1.

Let A be a trajectory of the random walk starting at e. Recall that Xn(X)

denotes the random vertex at time n, and Xoo(A) = limnXn(A): the limit exists
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with probability one by (2.9). By the probabilistic Fatou theorem [KSK, Theorem

10-43],

(4.8) lim h(Xn(X)) = <b(Xoo(X))     with probability one.
n—too

On the other hand, let w = Xoo(A), and denote by Vm, m = 1,2,..., the sequence

of intermediate sets on the geodesic from e to w with d(e, Vi) = 1 and d(e, Vm+i) =

d(e, Vm) + s. Then, almost surely, the trajectory A meets each Vm at least once.

Given a vertex u in Fk(uj), choose and fix the intermediate set among the Vm which

is closest to u, and call it Vu. We observe that, for v in Vu, d(v,u) < n + s = k'.

Thus, by Harnack's inequality,

h(v) > 8K'Mh(u)    for all v in V„.

Now choose Uj in Tk(uj), d(e,Uj) —> oo, and define Vu as above. Denote by rij the

entrance time of the trajectory A into the set Vu . Then nj —► oo as j —► oo, and

(4.9) h(Xn.(X))>Ch(Uj)

with C = 6K M independent of j.

Note that v is the "hitting probability" of the random walk [KSK, Proposition

10-21]: if B C n is a Borel set, then v(B) = Pr^X^ G B\. Now the result follows

by (4.8) and (4.9) in the case <f> = 0, that is, when Vh is singular with respect to v.

It is now sufficient to handle the case f/, <C v. If B C fl is a Borel set and

dvh/dv = xb, then (4.8) and (4.9) show that linij h(uj) = 0 if Uj converges to

w G n \ B in Tk(uj) for i/-almost all uj. On the other hand, since vh < v, h < 1

by Corollary 6, and dvi-h/dv = xo-b- Therefore Urn, h(uj) = 1 if Uj converges

to uj G B in Tk(uj) for ^-almost all uj. This proves the theorem when 0 is a

characteristic function of a Borel set. The remainder of the proof is the same as in

[De, Theorem 5]: one extends the result to all functions <f> which are uniform limits

of simple functions and thus, by Egoroff's theorem, to all functions in Lx(v).    □

Positive eigenfunctions of the transition operator. The results of this section can

be extended to all positive eigenfunctions of the transition operator. For z G C,

functions h on T such that zPh = h are called z-harmonic. For z in C and u, v in

T, let

OO

(4.10) G(u, v\z) = J2 P(n) (u' v)zn-
71 = 0

It is known [Sen] that all power series G(u,v\z), for u, v in T, have a common

radius of convergence r, 1 < r < oo, which is given by

(4.11) r = l/limsupp^H"^)17"-
/     n—>oo

Moreover, convergence, or divergence respectively, of G(u, v\z) at z = r occur

simultaneously for all u, v in T. In the first case, the random walk is called r-

transient, in the second case we say Xn is r-recurrent (see, for instance, [Sen]).

By [Pr], positive z-harmonic functions exist if and only if 0 < z < r; in the r-

recurrent case there is a unique positive r-harmonic function up to multiplication by

constants. Again, a nonnegative z-harmonic function vanishes identically if it is not
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strictly positive. Now let 0 < z < r, where r may be included in the r-transient case

and is excluded otherwise, and choose a positive z-harmonic function h. Introduce

a new transition kernel p(u, v) = zp(u,v)h(v)/h(u). All arguments of this section

apply to P, as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3. Consider the generalized

Martin kernel

(4.12) K(u,v\z) = G(u,v\z)/G(e,v\z).

Then the following results hold.

COROLLARY 7. Let 0 < z < r. (a) K(u,v\z) extends to a continuous function

onT x (Tun).
(b) For every uj in n, K(-,uj\z) is a z-harmonic function and is extreme in the

convex set of positive z-harmonic functions with value 1 at e.

(c) Let h be a positive z-harmonic function on T, 0 < z < r. Then there is a

unique Borel measure Vh on n such that

h(u) = j  K(u,uj]z)i/h(duj)    for all u in T.
Jn

Thus all the cones of positive z-harmonic functions, 0 < z < r, can be identified

with the cone of positive Borel measures on n. Finally, Theorem 3 holds for every

pair of positive z-harmonic functions (0 < z < r).

5. Application to random walks on groups. In this section we consider a

finitely generated, infinite discrete group T with unit element e and a probability

measure p. onT which has finite support S and is irreducible, that is, S generates T

as a semigroup. The (right) random walk on T with law p, is the Markov chain Xn,

n = 0,1,1,..., with state space T and one-step transition probabilities

(5.1) p(u, v) = p,(u~xv),        u,vET.

Thus Pf(u) = Ylver f(uv)p(v) = f * ft(u), where jl(v) = p,(v~x). The n-step

transition probabilities are given by

(5.2) p^\u,v) = p,^(u-xv),

where //("' denotes the nth convolution power of u and p,^ = 6e, the Dirac measure

at e.

In order to apply the results of the preceding section to an appropriate class of

groups, we make some comments on the geometry of discrete groups.

Given a finite, symmetric set A of generators of T, the Cayley graph C(T, A) is the

graph with vertex set T and (nonoriented) edges [u, ua], u G T, a G A (a ^ e). We

denote by d^ the distance in C(T,A): dA(v,w) is the length (number of edges) of

the shortest path in G(r, A) connecting v and w. Note that dA(uv, uw) = dA(v, w)

for all u G T. If B is another finite symmetric set of generators, and L(A, B) is the

minimum among all numbers K such that B C |J{J4fc|fc < K}, then

(5.3) dA<L(A,B)dB,

that is, the metrics d^ and ds are equivalent.

An infinite path in C(T,A) is a sequence tt = (vq,vi,v2,. ..) of successively

contiguous vertices (elements of T) without repetitions. Two infinite paths tt and

it' are equivalent if for any finite subset V of T there exists a finite path lying
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entirely outside V which connects a vertex of -it with a vertex of tt'. An end of T

is an equivalence class of infinite paths. Observe that the ends of T do not depend

on the particular choice of the generating set A: if tt and tt' represent two different

ends (equivalence classes) in C(T,A) and if B is another finite symmetric set of

generators, then tt and tt' also represent two different ends in C(T,A U B). A

general treatment of the theory of ends of a group can be found in [St, Fr].

DEFINITION 2. We say that T admits a uniformly spanning tree, if there is a

tree T with vertex set T, such that the metric d = dr of T is equivalent with the

metric d^ for any finite symmetric set A of generators of T.

Thus for each Cayley graph C(T,A) as described above there is a constant

L(T,A) such that

(5.4) L(T,A)-xdA <dT< L(T,A)dA.

REMARK. Consider a Cayley graph C(T,B) (B finite symmetric) of T. If

d(u, v) = 1, then ds(u,f) < L -= L(T,B), and u~xv is contained in A = |J{Bn|l <

n < L}. Therefore T is a subtree of G(r, A), that is, every edge of T is an edge of

C(T,A).
There is a bijection between the ends of T (in the sense of §2) and the ends of

T. Following the above remark, we choose A in the next lemma such that T is a

subtree of G(r,^l).

LEMMA 7. Each end ofT (considered as an equivalence class in G(r,yl)) has

a common representative with exactly one end ofT.

PROOF, (a) If tt = (vo,vi,v2,...) is an infinite path in C(T,A), then there

must be a neighbor wi of wo = e in T, which belongs to infinitely many of the T-

geodesics from e to v,, i = 0,1,2,_By induction, we obtain an infinite geodesic

uj = [wq,wi,w2,. ..] of T such that each Wk lies on infinitely many of the T-

geodesics from e to u,. Thus tt and w are equivalent as infinite paths in C(T,A),

and each end of V is represented by at least one end of T.

(b) Suppose that uj = [vo = e, vi,v2,...] and uj' = [v'0 = e,v'i,v'2, ■. ■] are two

different infinite geodesies ofT representing the same end ofT. Let Vk = c(e,uj,uj')

be the confluent of the two geodesies in T (as defined in §2). Choose n > fc so that

dT(vn,Vk) > (L + 1)L2 and dT(v'n,vk) > (L + 1)L2, where L = L(T,A). Then

dA(vn,Vk) > (L + 1)L and dA(v'n,Vk) > (L + 1)L. Since uj and uj' are assumed to

be equivalent infinite paths, there are elements vn =wq,Wi,...,Wj = v'n such that

dA(wi-i, Wi) = 1 and dA(wi,Vk) > (L + 1)L. Thus dT(wi,Vk) > L + l. Moreover,

each point u on the T-geodesic from Wi-\ to «;, must satisfy dr(u,Wi) < L. Hence

we have found a finite path in T connecting vn and v'n, whose elements u satisfy

dr(u,Vk) > 1. As T is a tree, this contradicts the fact that Vk must lie on this

path.    □
Denote by n the set of all ends of T, or of T respectively, and endow ruO with

the topology of T U n, as described in §2. If T' is another uniformly spanning tree

of T, then, by assumption, T and T' have equivalent metrics, hence they give rise

to the same topology on n. The topology on the space of ends of a group can also

be described without reference to uniformly spanning trees and independently of

generating sets [St]. T acts on n as a group of homeomorphisms.

Now let p be an irreducible probability measure on T with finite support S, as

described above.
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LEMMA 8. IfT admits a uniformly spanning tree T, then the random walk

with law p, considered as a walk on T, satisfies properties (i), (ii) and (iii).

PROOF. Let G(r, A) be a Cayley graph of T which contains T as a subtree (this

is possible by the remark preceding Lemma 7).

(i) As A is finite, by irreducibility, there is a positive integer M such that A C

Ufcli Sk- ^ drill, v) = 1 then also dJ4(u,u) = 1, because T is a subtree. In other

terms, u~xv G A. Hence p^k\u,v) = p^iu~xv) > 0 for some k < M.

(ii) As the metric d^ is left invariant, and as S is finite, piu,v) > 0 implies

dAiu, v) < mo = max{d^(e, u)\u G S}. Hence driu,v) < s, where s = moL(T, A).

Property (iii) is obvious.    □

In view of Lemma 8, all results of the preceding chapters carry over to finitely

supported, irreducible random walks on groups T admitting a uniformly spanning

tree, and the Martin boundary is the space fi of all ends ofT.

Denote now by \\p\] the norm of p as a convolution operator on Z2(r). Note

that \\p\\ > 1/r, where r is the common radius of convergence of the power series

G(it,t>|z), u,v G T, z G C, as defined in (4.10). Furthermore, if p is symmetric,

then H/^ll = 1/r [Kl]. Whereas the description of the Martin boundary and the

nontangential Fatou theorem rely only on the tree-like structure of the Cayley

graph, the following result makes use of the group structure (see also [De, Ser])

and does not remain true in general, as we shall see in §6. As in Theorem 3, let

TK (uj) be the "cone of width k centered at w", defined with respect to a uniformly

spanning tree.

PROPOSITION 5. Choose 0 < z < l/||/i||. Let T be a uniformly spanning tree

ofT, wo G n, and let (un) be a sequence in T converging to ujo in Tk(ujo).

(a) If U is a neighborhood of ujo in Q, then lim,,-^ K(un,uj\z) = 0 uniformly

forujeO-U.
(b) lim„_>00.K'(u„,a>ok) = °°.

We omit the proof: by observing that our choice of z implies (G(u,v\z))v€r G

/2(r) for all u, the argument is as in the proof of the easier part of [De, Lemma 5].

COROLLARY 8. // \\p\\ < 1, then the harmonic measure v = vx on fi which

represents the harmonic function h = 1 is continuous and supported on the whole

o/fi.

PROOF. Let wo G fi be represented by the geodesic [e = vq, vi, v2,... ] in T, and

let U be any neighborhood of wo in fi. Then, by Proposition 5(a),

1=  lim   /  K(vn,uj)u(duj) =  lim   /  K(vn,uj)uiduj),
n^°°Jn n^°°Ju

and fill) > 0. By Proposition 5(b), we cannot have fiuj0) > 0.    □

Thus, if \\p\\ < 1, then the Martin boundary and the Poisson boundary of the

random walk coincide. Therefore, by [K2], Corollary 8 applies when T is nona-

menable (and admits a uniformly spanning tree). Further results which rely upon

the group structure, as for example the "solution of the Dirichlet problem" and the

cocycle identity

Kixy,uj\z) = K{x,uj\z)Kiy ,x~l uj\z)

can be proved as in [De, Ser].
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Finally, we turn to the question of how to construct groups satisfying Definition

3. It is known [Fr, St] that a finitely generated infinite group has one, two or

infinitely many ends. Groups with one end, for example Z2, certainly have no

uniformly spanning tree (their Cayley graphs cannot be disconnected by removing

a finite subset, whereas this is possible for groups having a uniformly spanning

tree). There are groups with infinitely many ends which admit no such tree, for

example, the free product Z2 * Z2. Every group with two ends has a finite normal

subgroup such that the factor group is isomorphic with Z (the infinite cyclic group)

or Z2 * Z2 (the infinite dihedral group); therefore every such group has a uniformly

spanning tree.

In order to give a construction principle for groups admitting a uniformly span-

ning tree, we briefly describe the concepts of free products with amalgamation and

HNN-extensions of groups. See [LS, §IV.2] for a detailed treatment.

(A) Given two groups Ti and T2 having a common subgroup H, their free product

with amalgamation (or, briefly, amalgam) over H, T = Ti *H T2, is the quotient of

the free product Ti * T2 obtained by identifying the elements of H in Ti and T2. If

Xi are sets of representatives of the cosets in Ti/H with eG Xi, i = 1,1, then each

element u G T can be written uniquely as

u = xilXi2---ximh,    where m> 0, ij E {1,2}, ij+i^ij,

xij G X^ - {e} and heH

[LS, Theorem 2.6, p. 187].
(B) Given a group To, a subgroup H and an isomorphism <j> of H onto another

subgroup of To, the HNN-extension of To over H and <j> is the group T = (r0, t\ht =

t(f>(h)Wh G H). In other words, T is the quotient of the free product To * Z (Z the

infinite cyclic group with generator t) obtained by the quasi-commuting relations

ht = tqb(h) for all h G H. li X and Y are sets of representatives, both containing e,

of the cosets in Tq/H and To/(j)(H), respectively, then each u G T can be uniquely

written as

u = u\ • • • umgo,    where g0 G r0, m > 0 and Uj = Xjtk'

(5.6) or Uj = yjt~k> with kj > 0,

Xj G X, yj G Y and Xj,yj ^ e for j > 1

[LS, Theorem 2.1, p. 181].
Note that, by [St, 5.A.9], each finitely generated group with infinitely many ends

can be written as an amalgam or as an HNN-extension over a finite subgroup.

THEOREM 4. (A) LetTi andT2 be groups admitting uniformly spanning trees

Ti and T2, respectively, and let H be a finite common subgroup. Then T = Ti *hT2

also has a uniformly spanning tree.

(B) Let T0 be a group admitting a uniformly spanning tree, and let H be a finite

subgroup. Then any HNN-extension T of To over H also has a uniformly spanning

tree.
(C) // T contains a finite normal subgroup, such that the factor group admits a

uniformly spanning tree, then T also has a uniformly spanning tree.

PROOF. (A) By the remark before Lemma 7, we can choose finite symmetric

sets of generators Ai of Ti, such that Ti is a subtree of C(Ti, Ai), i = 1,1. As H is
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finite, we can also assume H C Ai. There are constants Li = L(Ti,Ai) such that,

for the distances di of Tj, dAt < di < LidA{, i = 1,2. With notation as in (5.5), we

now construct a tree T for T, such that T is a subtree of C(T,A), A = Ai U A2:

the set of vertices of T is T, and [u, v] is an edge of T if and only if we can write

u = Xjj • • • ximuim+1 ,v = xil--- ximvim+1, where the xij are as in (5.5), im+i ^ im

and [«tm+l,«»m+i] is an edge of Tim+1. If u = xix ■ ■ -x,m is as in (5.5), then the

geodesies from e to u in T is obtained as follows: start with the geodesic from e to

Xi1 in Til. The part of the geodesic between y3-i = x^ ■ ■ ■ a^., and yj, j < m, is

a copy of the geodesic from e to Xij in Tir The final part from ym-\ to n is a copy

of the geodesic from e to Xim h in Tim. By assumption, T is a subtree of G(I\ ^4), so

that dA < d, where d is the metric of T. If dA(u, v) = 1, u as in (5.5), then v = ua

for some a E A.

Case 1. a G Aim,Ximha = x\ h! G Tim — #. Then the geodesic from e to n and

from e to u coincide at least up to the point Xi1 ■ ■ ■ Xim_1, and the remaining parts

lie entirely within the same copy of Tim. Hence

d(u,v) = dim(ximh,Ximha) < LimdAlm(ximh,ximha) = Lim.

Case 1. a G Aim,Ximha = h' G H. Then the geodesic in T from « to d

decomposes into a part from u to ym-\ = Xi1 ■ ■ ■ Xim_1 (lying within a copy of Tjm)

and a part from ym-i to u (lying within a copy of T,m_J. We have

dAim (e, xim h) < dA,m (e, ft') + dA,m (xim ha, xim ft) = 2,

hence

d(u,v) =dim(xirnh,e)+dim_1 ixlm_l,xim_1h)

<LimdAim iximh,e) + Lim_1dA,m_1 ixlm_1,xim_lh) <2Ltm+Lim_l.

Case 3. a G Aim, ha = xim+ih',xim+1 G Xim+l - {e}, im+i + im- The same

argument as in Case 2 yields

diu,v) = dimih,e) + dim+1 (e,xim+1h') < Lim +1Lim+n.

Thus, if we set L = L(T,A) = Li + L2 + max{Li,L2}, then d^(n, u) = 1 implies

d(u, v) < L, and (A) is proved.

(B) Choose a finite symmetric set Ao of generators of r0 containing H and

(f>(H), such that the uniformly spanning tree To of To is a subtree of C(r*o, ^o). Set

A = Ao U {t, t~1}. Using the notations of (5.6), we construct a tree T for T which

is a subtree of G(r, A) : [u, v] is an edge of T if and only if we can write u, v in one

of the following three ways (up to switch of u and v):

(1) u = ui ■ ■ ■ umgo, v = «i • • • umg'0, [go, g'o] an edge of T0,

(2) U = Ml • • • UmXm+\tl, V = Ui--- UmXm+ltl + X, I > 0,

(3) u = ui ■ ■ ■ umym+it~l, v = ui ■ ■ ■ umym+it~l~x, I > 0,

where «i,... ,um are as in (5.6), xm+i G X - {e}, ym+i S Y - {e}; if m = 0 we

may also have xi = e, yi = e. The proof now continues as in (A), factoring through

several cases. (C) is obvious.    □

Summarizing, the following construction principle yields a large class of groups

admitting uniformly spanning trees:

(I) Start with finite groups, Z, or Z2 * Z2.

(II) New groups can be constructed in a finite number of steps from groups

already obtained by (A) amalgamation over a finite subgroup, (B) HNN-extension
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over a finite subgroup, (C) finite extensions in the sense of Theorem 6(C). For all

these groups, the Martin boundary of any finitely supported, irreducible, transient

random walk coincides with the space of ends of the respective group.

6. Remarks and examples. This final section is devoted to examples. The

first two show that the assumptions of uniform irreducibility and bounded step-

length are necessary for our approach. A third example shows that the Poisson

boundary may be properly contained in the Martin boundary, contrary to the

group-invariant case considered in §5.

We start by showing that uniform irreducibility cannot be replaced by the usual

notion of irreducibility (which says that for each u,v G T there exists fc = fcU)„ G N,

such that p^k\u,v) > 0).

EXAMPLE 1. Let T = N with edges [i, t+1], i = 0,1,2,_Choose 0 < p < 1/2.
The Martin boundary of the translation invariant random walk on Z given by

p = p8i + (1 — p)o"_i has two points. Transporting this walk to N by the map

n i—► 2n for n > 0, n i—► 1 — 2n for n < 0, gives a random walk satisfying (ii) and

(iii) but not (i).    □

The second example concerns a random walk on a tree with two ends, whose

Martin boundary consists of one point, due to the fact that the step-length is not

bounded.

EXAMPLE 2. Let T = Z with edges [i,i + 1], i = 0, ±1,±2,.... Define the

transition probabilities

p(i, i + 1) = p(-i, -i - 1) = 1/2    for z = 0,1,2,... ,

pii + 1, i) = pi~i - 1, -i) = p{i, -i) = pi-i, i) = 1/4    for i = 1,2,...,

p(i> fc) = 0 in all other cases. Properties (i) and (iii) are satisfied, but (ii) fails.

As pim,n) = pi—m,—n), the map n \-+ \n[ transports the given walk to the

random walk on N with transition probabilities

p(n,n-T)=p(n,n) = 1/4,    p(n,n+ 1) = 1/2 for n > 0,    p(0,1) = 1.

It is well known that p is transient. As G(0,0) = G(0,0) < oo, the original walk is

also transient. Its Martin boundary has only one point. Indeed, we can realize this

walk on a new tree T', with only one end, so that properties (i) to (iii) hold: the

vertex set of T' is Z, and the edges are [n - 1, n] and [n, —n] for n > 0.    □

These examples emphasize the geometric significance of properties (i) and (ii).

Consider a Markov chain with state space T (not yet necessarily a tree). The graph

of the Markov chain has vertex set T and (for our purpose, nonoriented) edges [u, v],

when p(u, v) > 0 or p(v,u) > 0. Our results apply when this graph is "almost" a

tree, that is, when we can equip T with a tree structure such that properties (i) to

(iii) hold. In particular, (i) and (ii) imply the existence of a "uniformly spanning

tree" (in the sense of §5) for this graph.

It is noteworthy that the treatment of group-invariant random walks given in

[De] and [Ser] for free groups and Fuchsian groups respectively, uses in a crucial

fashion an additional property: that the Green function is square-summable. This

property holds for all nonamenable groups.

As a final example, we exhibit a random walk on a tree T, such that (1) the

Green function does not belong to Z2(T), (2) the support of the harmonic measure
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Figure 3

is smaller than the set of all ends and (3) T and the random walk are invariant under

the nontransitive, but fixed point-free action of the nonamenable group Z2 * Z2 * Z2.

EXAMPLE 3. Let T be the homogeneous tree of degree 3 (with vertices u, v, w,

etc.). At each vertex of T, we attach a half-line N to obtain a new tree T (see

Figure 3). Observe that T is the Cayley-graph of Z2 * Z2 * Z2.

We describe the vertices of T by pairs uk, u G T and fc G N, identifying uO

with u. Then the edges are of the types [u, v] = [uO, vO] and [uk, u(k + 1)], where

[u, v] is an edge of T and fc G N. We consider on T the simple random walk with

transition probabilities p(uk,vm) = l/degree(wfc), if uk and vm are contiguous,

and = 0, otherwise. Properties (i), (ii), (iii) hold with M = s = 1 and 5 = 1/4, and

the random walk is transient, since T is a transient subtree of T. Note that r = 1

(compare [GW]). As the walk is of "nearest neighbor" type (s = 1), the results

concerning the Martin boundary are already contained in [Ca]: in particular, the

probabilities F(uk, vm) are multiplicative along geodesies in T. Using the methods

of [GW], one can calculate the quantities F(uk,vl) for neighbors uk,vl:

FiuO, vO) = 5    if [u, v] is an edge in T,

fc -I-1
F(uk,u(k + 1)) = -—-,    F(uik + l),uk) = l       for u G T, fc = 0,1,2,... .

We choose a reference vertex eO = e G T. The space n of ends of T consists of the set

n of ends ofT and of the infinite geodesies uiv = [e = uo,...,Uj = vO, vl, vi, v3,... ],

where t;0 = v G T. Each point of n' = n — n is isolated, and n' is a countable,

open, dense subset of n. We describe the Martin kernel K on T x Q: let uk G T

and w G n.
Case 1. w ^ uju. Then the confluent c(e, uk,u) = vO = v is a point on the

geodesic from e to u within T, and

K{uk,uj) = K(u0,uj) = (i/2)dK»)-d(^).
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Case 1. uj — uju, c(e, uk,uj) = uk and

K(uk, uj) = (1/2)- dist(e.«) (fc + 1).

In particular, for uj ^ uju,Yimk^ooKiuk,uj) = K(u0,uj) ^ 0. Thus property (a) of

Proposition 5 is not satisfied.

Further computations yield

F(uk,um) = 1    ifm<fc,    and     = (fc + l)/(m + 1),    if m > fc,

G(um,wm) = |    if m = 0,    and     =2(m + l),    if m > 0.

Hence, for fixed uk G T,

oo

yj G(uk, vm)2 >    2_.   F(uk,um)2G(um,um)2 = oo,

vm€T m=fc+l

and, for fixed vm G T,

oo

2_] G(ufc,vm)2 >    2~]   Fivk,vm)2Givm,vm)2 = oo.

ukef fc=m+l

Thus neither rows nor columns of the Green function are in Z2(T). As F(uk, um) —

1 if fc > m, the ends uju, u G T, are what we would call "reflecting ends"; their

hitting probabilities are zero, although each {uju} is open in n: Pre[Xoo = uju] = 0.

Indeed, as the simple random walk on N is recurrent, almost surely one can spend

only a finite amount of time in any of the "hairs" uN in T sticking out of T.

In particular, one deduces that the support of the harmonic measure i/onf]

which represents the harmonic function ft = 1 has support n (i> is the hitting

probability, see [KSK]).
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